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About the Conference

Centre for Economic Policy Analysis and Research (CEPAR) of Department 
of Economics, K J Somaiya Institute of Management (KJSIM) in association 
with National Institute of Securities Markets (NISM), Allcargo Logistics, and 
Maharashtra Economic Development Council (MEDC) is organizing a one-day 
International Conference on hybrid mode with the theme Revisiting Globalization 
with focus on Spatial and Temporal Aspects on February 4th, 2023.

Globalization has evolved historically anticipating varied benefits to the 
participating economies around the world as postulated by some trade theories. 
Technological progress and human innovations led to the fast integration among 
developed and developing world through trade, capital, and technological 
channels. Globalization is a broad concept that includes, social, financial, 
technological, economic, political, ecological, and sociological aspects that 
impact when the interdependence and cross-border trade increases. There has 
been continuous research on the benefits and risks of globalization that helped 
countries to tweak their policies from time to time. 
In the recent past, the debate on globalization led to the emergence of two 
schools of thought- one in favor and the other opposing the process.  Initially 
developed nations benefitted through globalization, but later local industry and 
workers’ interests were getting impacted adversely that led to protectionism. 
On the other hand, some of the developing countries gained, however it led to 
increased job losses, inequality, poverty, and political instability. Occurrence 
of periodic financial crises, weak institutions and regulations were some of the 
unintended outcomes of the weakening of globalization. 

Drivers that once led to the strengthening of globalization have now started 
becoming obstacles in terms of disruptions in supply chains, people movement, 
migration, travel, education, skill development, etc. Pandemic-related 
disruptions created the new governance and business delivery mechanisms 
that are adopted not by virtue of choice but because of compulsion. Global 
inequalities in terms of income, consumption and external debt have been on 
the rise. Empirical research has been showing mixed results on the benefits 
of globalization. Of late many countries started adopting inward-oriented 
policies to handle the local economic interests. Debates have been underway 
to rethink and re-theorize the globalization process in terms of re-globalization, 
de-globalization, global to local, etc. The current process of globalization 
has also witnessed imbalances in advanced countries questioning the basic 
assumptions of the approach. Covid-19 pandemic further necessitated need 
for a more integrated approach with policy freedom based on the local needs. 
It is in this context, the Conference invites quality research papers on spatial 
and temporal aspects of globalization on the below mentioned topics but not 
limited to these.



Topics

We are inviting research papers, case studies, concept notes, work-in-progress, 
and white papers.

The Conference would provide a platform for the interface of Industry and 
Academia. We invite participants from all streams of Management, Commerce, 
Economics, corporate professionals, and research scholars.

Key Speakers

The keynote and valedictory address will be delivered by eminent speakers 
from Academia, corporate and policy makers.

• Income distribution, regional 
disparities, and poverty risk

• Consumption and Investment 
behavior post pandemic

• Logistics and global supply chain 
disruptions

• Spatial analysis of labor 
migration, job market, labor 
productivity

• Urbanization and its dynamics

• Spatial dimensions of fiscal 
interventions

• Monetary policy - Inflation risk 
and liquidity management

• Exchange rate volatility and its 
impact on global trade, capital 
flows and payments

• Spatial and temporal models of 
digitalization and Information 
Communication Technology (ICT)



Author Guidelines

• The author guidelines to be followed can found at the below mentioned 
link 
https://www.springer.com/journal/12076/submission 
Following the “letter” format, all contributions should have maximum 
5000 words, including references but excluding tables and figures. 

• All submissions will undergo the usual peer review process.
• In case paper is written by two or more authors, one author should 

register for the Conference 
• Conference Registration Link - https://forms.gle/35ugqJUEXGQaFxEbA

Key Dates and Timelines

https://www.springer.com/journal/12076/submission 
https://forms.gle/35ugqJUEXGQaFxEbA


Publication Opportunities

Select papers will have publication opportunities in the following Journals:  

1. Special issue of Letters in Spatial & Resource Sciences.  
https://www.springer.com/journal/12076 
(Scopus index, UGC Care List).  

2. Business Perspectives & Research, Sage Journal – C Category in ABDC List 
of Journals 
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/bpr 

3. KJSIM Case Research Centre (Case studies with ISBN number) 
https://kjsimcrc.somaiya.edu/en

Benefits of participating at the Conference: 

• A Certificate of Participation will be given to all authors and participants
• The Conference proceedings with ISBN would be published
• Publication opportunities
• Three awards will be given for Best Research Papers

Registration Fee (Including GST)

Fees

INR 2000

INR 1500

INR 1000

Delegate Type

Corporate / Professional

Faculty / Academician

Research Scholar / Student 

https://www.springer.com/journal/12076
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/bpr
https://kjsimcrc.somaiya.edu/en


Somaiya Vidyavihar University

A new milestone in a glorious ongoing journey established in 2019, Somaiya 
Vidyavihar University, Mumbai, is a self-financed autonomous university 
recognised by the University Grants Commission (UGC). Somaiya Vidyavihar, 
with over six decades of rich experience in building and managing educational 
institutes of great repute, is the sponsoring body. Operational from 26th August 
2019, Somaiya Vidyavihar University is a place where you can explore new 
possibilities, pursue your passion and above all, find yourself.

Somaiya Vidyavihar University is located in the heart of Mumbai and boasts of a 
sprawling green campus. The university is equipped with excellent educational, 
recreational, community, health, and sports facilities. Somaiya Vidyavihar 
offers students the flexibility to simultaneously earn degrees and certifications 
in multiple disciplines offered by our constituent colleges.



K J Somaiya Institute of Management

K J Somaiya Institute of Management was established in 1981 as a part of Somaiya Vidyavihar 
(now affiliated to the Somaiya Vidyavihar University since August 2019) with the objective 
of providing state of the art education in management and allied areas. The institute is 
consistently ranked among the Top 25 management institutes and Top 10 private sector 
B-schools in India. The institute offers Doctoral Programmes, full time, part time and 
executive programmes in Business Management with specializations in International 
Business, Retail Management, Financial Services, Integrated Marketing Communications, 
Healthcare Management, Sports Management, Data Science & Analytics, Finance, Human 
Resources, Operations, Marketing and Executive MBA programmes along with a Masters in 
Computer Applications. Apart from the regular programmes, the Institute offers customized 
and industry specific certificate and executive development programmes for government 
bodies, companies, defense personnel and NGOs.

Programmes offered:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  
  



Contact us:

K J Somaiya Institute of Management
Somaiya Vidyavihar University
Vidyavihar (E), Mumbai-400077, India 
Phone: +91 9819533266 / +91 9137864977
Email: ceparconference@somaiya.edu
Web: simsr.somaiya.edu

Dr. Asha Prasuna,   
Chairperson - CEPAR,
K J Somaiya Institute of Management

Organising Committee

Dr Jatin Trivedi, 
Associate Professor 
National Institute of Securities Markets

Dr. Sugeeta Upadhyay,
CEO
Maharashtra Economic Development Council (MEDC)

Collaborators

Ms Urmi Jashwant Patel,
GM, Chairman’s Cell
Allcargo Logistics Ltd

https://www.facebook.com/KJSIMofficial
https://www.instagram.com/kjsim.official/
https://www.linkedin.com/school/kjsimofficial/
https://twitter.com/kjsimofficial
https://www.nism.ac.in/
https://simsr.somaiya.edu/en
https://www.allcargologistics.com/
https://www.bombaychamber.com/

